In recent work, we proposed an alternative to parallel text as translation model (TM) training data: audio recordings of parallel speech (pSp), as it occurs in any communication scenario where interpreters are involved. Although interpretation compares poorly to translation, we reported surprisingly strong translation results for systems based on pSp trained TMs. This work extends the use of pSp as a data source for unsupervised training of all major models involved in statistical spoken language translation. We consider the scenario of speech translation between a resource rich and a resource-deficient language. Our seed models are based on 10h of transcribed audio and parallel text comprised of 100k translated words. With the help of 92h of untranscribed pSp audio, and by taking advantage of the redundancy inherent to pSp (the same information is given twice, in two languages), we report significant improvements for the resourcedeficient acoustic, language and translation models.
INTRODUCTION
In [1] we demonstrated that statistical translation models can be trained in a fully automatic, unsupervised manner from audio recordings of human interpretation scenarios. We used automatic speech recognition (ASR) to create a bilingual parallel translation model (TM) training corpus from the parallel speech (pSp) audio of source language speaker and simultaneous interpreter. Even when manually transcribed (0% word error rate), interpretation (parallel speech) differs significantly from translation (parallel text). In simultaneous interpretation, this strong difference stems mostly from the anticipationary and compensatory strategies interpreters have to apply to keep pace with the source language speaker. Despite the mismatch between interpretation and translation, we reported in [1] surprisingly strong text translation and speech translation results for our parallel speech audio trained translation models. In this work, we extend the use of pSp audio as a data source for unsupervised training of all major models involved in statistical spoken language translation (SLT); ASR acoustic model (AM) and ASR language model (LM) as well as machine translation (MT) translation model and MT target LM. Specifically, we explore techniques for unsupervised AM and LM training. Further, we exploit the parallel nature of pSp audio to train translation models and to introduce light supervision for SLT model training. We conduct our experiments within the scenario of automatic speech translation between a resource rich language and a resource-deficient language. For the resource-deficient language, we have 10h of manually transcribed audio available as well as a parallel text corpus comprised of 100k translated words. We seek to improve the performance of the statistical models affected by the resource-deficiency. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

System Architecture
In the proposed scenario of speech translation between a resource rich language LRR and a resource-deficient language LRD, we seek to improve the statistical SLT models that suffer from the resourcedeficiency, by automatically extracting training data from pSp audio. Figure 2 .1 shows our system architecture. The overall system consists of two SLT sub-systems, each featuring an ASR component and a MT component. The ASR systems accept pre-segmented speech utterances; we use a HMM based, language independent speech/nonspeech audio segmentation. The models affected by the resourcedeficiency are highlighted by color in the diagram. The core components necessary to extract SLT training data are the two ASR systems. Together with the input audio, automatic transcriptions for LRD can be used for unsupervised AM training. The transcriptions can also be used as additional LM training data. Further, the hypotheses of both ASR systems can be tied together in a parallel training corpus suitable for TM training, as shown in [1] . Similar to previous works [2, 3, 4] , we exploit the parallel information given in the respective other language audio stream to bias the ASR systems for an improved transcription performance. In the proposed context, such an improved ASR performance directly affects the quality of the extracted training data.
Data & Scoring
European Parliament Plenary Sessions (EPPS) are broadcast live via satellite in the different official languages of the European Union. Each language Li has a dedicated audio channel. An interpreter provides the simultaneous interpretation in language Li whenever a politician is speaking in a language L j =i . In the case that a politician is speaking in the respective language of an audio channel, the original speech of the politician is being broadcast on that channel. The language dedicated audio channels, depicted on the right hand side of Figure 2 , form an excellent source for pSp audio based on simultaneous interpretation.
For our experiments we use the EPPS part of the English and Spanish TC-STAR spring 2007 verbatim task development and evaluation sets. It has to be noted that these sets are only comprised of politician speech and do not include any interpreter speech. The Spanish and English audio in the development ('dev') and evaluation ('eval') set was therefore recorded from the one audio channel shown on the left hand side of Table 1 and Table 2 . For scoring ASR and MT performance we use non-punctuated, lowercased references. ASR performance is measured in word error rate (WER) and MT performance is measured in IBM BLEU using two reference translations.
Baseline ASR & MT Systems
Our ASR systems are based on the Janus Recognition Toolkit (JRTk), featuring the IBIS single pass decoder. ing, we use the SRI Language Model Toolkit [5] . The English ASR system produces word error rates in the range of 12-14% on our data sets; compare Table 1 . A detailed system description can be found in [1] . The Spanish ASR system, based on sub-phonetically tied three-state HMMs, features a single, speaker independent decoding pass. The AM is trained on 10h Spanish EPPS data via three iterations of Viterbi training. The 3-gram LM is estimated on 179.6k running words from the AM training data reference transcriptions and the Spanish side of the parallel text corpus used for supervised TM training. In order to avoid high out-of-vocabulary rates, we use a large recognition dictionary with 74.2K pronunciation entries. This resource-limited Spanish ASR system yields WERs in the range of 26-27% on our data sets; compare Table 1 . For MT, we use the ISL beam search decoder [6] . To optimize the system towards a maximal BLEU score, we apply MER training as described in [7] . Our TMs consist of phrase-to-phrase translation pairs that we extract from a bilingual text corpus with the help of the GIZA++ toolkit [8] and University Edinburgh's phrase model training scripts. The MT target LMs are identical to the respective ASR LMs.
PSP AUDIO FOR ASR MODEL TRAINING
Unsupervised AM training relies on automatic transcriptions created with an initial ASR system. The success of unsupervised AM training usually depends strongly on the ability to exclude erroneous transcriptions from training. The common approach is to use word confidences for selecting transcriptions suitable for training. Lightly supervised AM training [9] refers to the case where some imperfect human transcriptions, for example closed-captions provided during television broadcasts, can be used to either bias the initial ASR system for an improved transcription performance or to filter erroneous ASR hypotheses. In this work, we examine unsupervised AM training and lightly supervised AM training. We introduce light supervision with the help of pSp audio of simultaneous interpreters, as proposed in [10] . To introduce light supervision based on English pSp audio for Spanish AM and LM training, we automatically translate the English parallel speech into Spanish and bias the Spanish ASR LM to prefer n-grams seen in the automatic translation. We distinguish between two different types of LM bias; a 'session bias' and an 'utterance bias'. Session bias refers to the case where we first automatically translate the English audio of one complete European Parliament session into Spanish, and we then interpolate the baseline Spanish LM with a LM build on the automatic translation. Utterance bias, on the other hand, refers to the case where we bias the Spanish LM for each Spanish speech utterance. We achieve this by first translating the English speech snippet that starts/ends 6 seconds before/after the Spanish utterance starts/ends. We then prefer the uni-grams found in the translated speech snippet, by boosting the baseline Spanish LM probability of these uni-grams, similar to a cache language model. The boosting of the uni-gram probability is realized by subtracting a discount value d from the (positive) LM log score of the current ASR hypothesis. The discount value d for a uni-gram u is estimated as follows:
with LMscore(u) being the baseline LM score for the uni-gram u and weight w and threshold t estimated on TDev via a grid search.
baseline session bias session & utt. bias 26.1 25.4 24.5 Table 3 . Biasing ASR with pSp; WER on TDev. Table 4 . LM training: perplexity.
In contrast to AM training, we did not utilize ASR word confidences during LM training. We estimated a LM on the Spanish ASR first-best hypotheses and interpolated this LM with the baseline LM. The interpolation weight was chosen to minimize the LM perplexity (PPL) on the dev set. Table 4 lists the PPL of the baseline LM and of the interpolated LMs, using transcriptions from the baseline and biased baseline Spanish ASR during training. The LM used to compute the TDev PPLs (marked by * ) did not include automatic transcriptions of TDev itself. We found that, while the PPL decreases much stronger if ASR first best hypotheses of the same session are included in the LM, ASR transcription performance does not benefit due to an overly strong bias towards transcription errors made by the initial ASR. Therefore, whenever we automatically transcribe our pSp corpus with an ASR system that includes a re-trained LM, we use session specific LMs that do not include ASR transcripts of the very same session.
PSP AUDIO FOR MT MODEL TRAINING
In [1] we demonstrated how statistical TMs can be trained solely from pSp audio, without having any traditional MT training corpora of sentence aligned, bilingual translations available. In this work, we examine how translation models trained on a small amount of traditional MT training data can benefit best from pSp audio. Following results from [1] , we align the bilingual parallel speech ASR transcripts by exploiting the time alignment that is inherently given for simultaneous interpretation. Since the interpreter has to keep pace with the source language speaker, the target language interpretation that is related to a specific source utterance, occurs at approximately the same time. Similar to the target audio snippet used to bias the ASR LM, we align to each Spanish (English) utterance the ±2 seconds padded English (Spanish) audio snippet. The aligned audio is transcribed with the English and Spanish ASR systems and then added to the supervised TM training corpus. We examined a higher weighting of word alignments that stem from the supervised part of the combined corpus to aid the GIZA++ word alignment process on the pSp part. We achieve this higher weighting by simply duplicating the supervised training corpus x times. Figure 3 gives an overview of the Sp-to-En text translation (0% Spanish WER) results on the dev set for x ∈ [1 − 8]. The figure also list translation performance numbers in BLEU for the baseline TM, trained only on supervised training data, and for a TM trained only on the automatically transcribed and ±2 seconds aligned pSp corpus. The best translation results are achieved by adding the supervised parallel text corpus of manual translations 5 times to the combined training corpus. Tables 6 and 7 list the in this manner achieved text translation results for both translation directions. It has to be noted that the presented results were obtained with ASR transcriptions created with the baseline ASR systems.
SPEECH TRANSLATION RESULTS
So far, we presented results for an improved Spanish transcription performance and an improved text translation performance for both translation directions. The presented improvements were achieved by automatically extracting additional training data from our pSp corpus and re-training the statistical ASR and MT models with this additional data. In this section, we present our results for the complete SLT chain of ASR and subsequent MT on the ASR first best Table 8 . En-to-Sp speech translation results in BLEU.
hypotheses. We also pay special attention to the case of a strong resource-limitation, in which only 10h of transcribed Spanish AM data is available, but no baseline MT. Table 8 list the speech translation results for En-to-Sp. We compare results of the baseline SLT system with a SLT system that includes unsupervised training data created with the baseline Spanish ASR. The eval set BLEU score increases by 3.2 points from 21.6 to 25.2 for the re-trained SLT system. The case where no baseline automatic translation is possible due to the lack of parallel text data, is shown in the last row. With a TM trained solely on 92h of pSp audio, we achieve a translation performance of 19.9 BLEU points. In Table 9 we show speech translation results for Sp-to-En. Here, we examine two additional scenarios: first, we examine the effect of lightly supervised AM and LM training on the speech translation end result (row 3) and second, we address the effect of the improved transcription performance on translation model training (row 5). Specifically, the results in row 5 refer to the case where the pSp automatic transcriptions used for TM training came from the already re-trained ASR. All other listed results were achieved with all models re-trained with pSp transcription that either came from the baseline ASR or the biased baseline ASR. Re-training the SLT models with baseline ASR transcripts improved the eval BLEU score by 3.0 points from 25.3 to 28.3. Using ASR hypotheses from the biased Spanish ASR did not improve the overall speech translation result on our evaluation set, although ASR transcription performance is slightly improved, as shown in Section 4. In the scenario where no parallel text data for TM training is available, we achieve an eval BLEU score of 24.9 -only slightly below the translation performance of the baseline system that is based on parallel text data. The translation performance of the pSp only system can be further increased by 0.7 BLEU points, when using the re-trained Spanish ASR system to transcribe the pSp corpus, instead of only using the baseline ASR system. This result suggests to introduce at least one iteration i in the proposed training scheme, where SLT models are first re-trained with transcriptions from the baseline ASR systems, and then, subsequently trained again with transcriptions from systems that already benefit from re-trained models. Table 9 . Sp-to-En speech translation results in BLEU.
SUMMARY
We explored untranscribed parallel speech audio, as it is present in the multiple audio channel live broadcasts of European Parliamentary Plenary Sessions, as a resource for training SLT systems. Specifically, we showed how SLT training data can be extracted in a fully automatic, unsupervised manner and how this data can then be successfully used to improve the performance of all major models involved in statistical SLT. We applied techniques for unsupervised AM and LM training. Further, we exploited the parallel nature of the given speech audio to train TMs from audio, and to introduce light supervision for SLT model training. We concentrated on a scenario that involves a resource rich language, represented by English, and a resource-deficient language, represented by Spanish. 
